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Through free instance of its Platform, WolkAbout
enables makers, ranging from DIY amateurs to big
companies, to easily test and prototype connected
solutions and then rapidly move from development
to production.
WolkAbout Freemium is the newest instance of the
Platform which allows fast and easy deployment
of sensors and proper and secure handling of
their data. This way, IoT makers don’t have to
buy or maintain any infrastructure, they can start
prototyping and deploying applications in a matter
of hours. WolkAbout Freemium provides API
abstractions and functions, as well as open source
libraries to help makers connect their hardware
devices and create their custom apps.
Please note that WolkAbout Freemium comes with a limited feature set - it doesn’t
support user management features and access control. However, there is no time limit
for the non-commercial use; users can connect up to three devices per account for
an unlimited period (messages are also unlimited) and create up to two dashboards
and up to three rules. Data is stored in WolkAbout’s public cloud compliant with
ISO 27001, and its retention is six months. Users are the sole owners of the data,
WolkAbout cannot share it, but it can access it in certain cases defined in the official
WolkAbout’s Privacy Policy.
WolkAbout Freemium Licence comes with the email support.
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WolkAbout Premium Licence is aimed at
companies that want to be completely
independent in developing their IoT solutions
and put their security and privacy first. WolkAbout
IoT Platform understands M2M data flow process
and serves as a foundation for modern, connected
industrial systems. It enables remote monitoring,
control and automation using smartphones or
tablets and is capable of comprehensive process
data analytics based on real-time performance.
Premium Licence is conceived as a one-time payment
model - the lifetime license for WolkAbout IoT
Platform costs 30,000 EUR. If the company has tried
the freemium licence and is confident in reliability
of WolkAbout IoT Platform, it can choose to buy its
instance. This means that the newest version of the
Platform is handed over to the buyer in the form of binary code, with the whole
feature set built from the ground up for the IoT.
Buyers can choose if they want to deploy the Platform in private or public cloud, or
on premises (an additional cost is related to the infrastructure of their choice).
They are able to do full white labeling, and they are the sole owners of their data.
WolkAbout IoT Platform is horizontally scalable; it is designed to manage hundreds
of millions of devices, projects, and tons of data. There is a linear dependency
between the system performance and the number of nodes, meaning that as
buyers add nodes, the performance increases proportionally.
WolkAbout Premium Licence offers the highest level of independence and comes
with different support plans.
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WolkAbout Annual Licence is aimed at companies
just entering the field of IoT that want to test
the possibilities of WolkAbout IoT Platform. This
licence covers the same features as the Premium
licence with one important difference - the licence
expires 365 days upon activation.
The price of WolkAbout Annual Licence is 15,000
EUR. It’s important to emphasise that the customers
can extend the licence to Premium licence at any
time during this period or after the Annual licence
has expired for the difference in price.
Buyers can choose the deployment model, and
decide whether to deploy their instance on premises,
in public or private cloud. All client applications can
be white labeled, just like those with the Premium
licence. Bug fixes and patches are available for free for the current version of the
Platform, while new modules and features are available at a lower price.
WolkAbout Annual Licence offers the highest level of independence and comes with
different support plans: basic, standard and premium.
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WolkAbout
Freemium Licence

WolkAbout
Premium Licence

WolkAbout
Annual Licence

Optimal for testing and
prototyping

For companies that want to be
entirely independent in developing
their IoT solutions

For companies just entering the field of
IoT that want to test the possibilities of
WolkAbout IoT Platform

Up to 3 devices per account

Unlimited devices*

Unlimited devices*

Unlimited messages

Unlimited messages*

Unlimited messages*

Unlimited accounts

Unlimited accounts*

Unlimited accounts*

Up to 2 dashboards

Unlimited dashboards

Unlimited dashboards

Up to 3 rules

Unlimited rules*

Unlimited rules*

6 months data retention

Unlimited data retention*

Unlimited data retention*

Deployment on WolkAbout’s
cloud instance

Deployment on premises,
private or public cloud

Deployment on premises,
private or public cloud

Email support

Different plans available

Different plans available

Limited feature set

Full feature set

Full feature set

Client applications
Web, Android and iOS

Client applications
Web, Android and iOS

Client applications
Web, Android and iOS

White Labeling N/A

White Labeling Available

White Labeling Available

FREE ACCOUNT

30.000 EURO

15.000 EURO

* Depending on the infrastructure

Get in Touch
Headquarters:

WolkAbout Technology s.r.o.
Prague Stock Exchange
14/682 Rybna Street
110 00 Prague
Czech Republic

FOLLOW US!
/wolkabout
@wolkabout
/company/wolkabout

www.wolkabout.com
info@wolkabout.com

Exclusive Sales Agent for North and
Latin America, IMEA and China:

Tolt Traders
Carnation
Washington, USA
www.tolt-traders.com
info@tolt-traders.com

Sales Center:
PO BOX 169
6860 AD Oosterbeek
The Netherlands

